Professors
-Medal "Gauss" Braunschweig, Germany -and much more ...
Elie Carafoli and his students
Course of Subsonic aerodynamics for the third year, 1970
-Each more important notion was pronounced in Romanian, French, English, German and Russian (he was also helped by his teaching assistant Corneliu BERBENTE)
-During exposure all seems hard to understand, but after re-reading the lecture notes at home, everything became clear. There was no need for manual, only the notes written on the board were sufficient to understand and learn.
-The professor did not give a failing grade to any student. If a student was in this danger, he sent after him and gave him the mark 5. Did he act right or did he act wrong? Professor Victor Pimnsner obtained each year a rich "harvest" of students failing to get their remove. Those who failed the exams and had to repeat the year, after masquerading as victims of the communists in 1989, became ministers, state secretaries, executives.
Elie Carafoli and the mathematicians
Although having a solid mathematical basis (see all books he wrote), he didn't appreciate the sterile works without practical applications developed especially by engineers lured by the perspective of solutions existence and uniqueness.
"I want to pass the bridge, to know if it breaks or not, I don't 'want to hear about the solution existing and possibly being unique"
Elie Carafoli and lawyers Elie Carafoli and the history "La petit histoire fait la grand histoire"
If he asked us to calculate something laborious and we told him that it would take a long time, he gave us the example of General Berthelot who once was asked when the area received as a gift from the Romanian state would have walks with secular trees as in France, and the General answered: 
Elie Carafoli and Tito
He was asked to sign an article in "Scanteia"newspaper, against Tito.
"I could write it, but what would Tito said about me?"
This presentation was meant to be a copy of Elie Carafoli's one, given at the Romanian Academy in 1982 on the occasion of the celebration of his 80 years of life. Academician Ion Anton then President of the Academy noted:
"We would have expected to a sober presentation, slushy and full of nostalgia, but it was tonic and youthful, like a glass of good champagne"
